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\ABSTRACT
Siagging and fouling of boiler heat transfer surfaces is a gradual process that
,
increases emissions and, typically, reduces boiler and unit performance. The
power plant operators use sootbldwers. to keep boiler surfaces clean.
Overcleaning of heat transfer surfaces frequently occurs, resulting in
performance penalties. To maintain optimal surface cleanliness that results in
reduced NOx emissions and good unit performance, power plant operators
need information on the cleanliness status of the different boiler heat transfer
sections. Traditionally, this information is obtained by employing direct and
indirect techniques for slag and fouling monitoring.
Instrumentation, needed for the direct approach, is costly and has a limited
life span (to four years). Indirect techniques are formulated using heat transfer
equations, but require a large numberof process inputs and are particular to
specific boiler geometries.
The objective of this thesis was to develop an alternate technique for.
determining cleanliness status of the boiler heat transfer sections. Recent
advances in the area of Artificial Intelligence provided tools for the alternate
approach. The Neurofuzzy technology was employed in this work to relate
process data to the cleanliness status of the boiler heat transfer sections.
Proces~aata from a utility boiler, having four heat transfer sections, were
used to develop neurofuzzy (NF) models for the cleanliness status of the
furnace (waterwalls), superheater, reheater and economizer. To eliminate the
effect of boiler operating parameters,. process data were filtered with respect
to unit load, excess oxygen level, burner tilt angle, and other parameters.
A set of design criteria, defining a good NF model, was established and model
inputs were determined for the boiler heat transfer sections. The furnace
cleanliness status was determined from the information on furnace exit gas
. temperature (FEGT) and main steam temperature. In the convective secti.ons
(su'perheater, reheater and economizer) the cleanliness status was
d~termined from the gas-side temperature difference ( /)"Tgas ) across the
section and the representative outlet steam or water (as in the case of the
.economizer section) temperature. Five cleanliness s.tates were used in this
work to describe cleanliness of the surface. The section cleanliness status·
could assume fuzzy values of VERY DIRTY, DIRTY, DESIGN, CLEAN, and
VERY CLEAN.
Since the training of neural networks is extremely important for good results, a
considerable effort was spent to develop a procedure for selecting
representative training sets from the data. Out of seven methods availa~le for
NF network training, the Final Prediction Error (FPE) was determined to be
the best. Also, two methods for selecting the size of training set: Data Striping
and Data Blocking, were investigated. For the Striping method, the data set
was sorted with respect to the surface cleanliness status, while the data were
randomized for the Blocking method; The maximum size of training set
needed to develop a NF model meeting design criteria, was found to be abouf
2,000 data points (out of 3700 points total). Applying this training approach to
the four heat transfer sections of the boiler used in this work resulted in global
network errors (incorrect or undetermined section cleanliness statlJs) of much
less than one percent and maximum training times of about 80 minutes.
The results of this project will be used in development of an intelligent
, '
sootbloWer (ISB) advisor which will provide real-time advice to the power plant
operators on when and where to blow soot in the boiler to achieve a desired.
objective, subject to operational constraints.
2
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the middle of the last century, global emission of nitrogen oxides has
been increased steadily. Nitrogen oxides (NO and N02 generally known as
NOx) are responsible for photochemical smog, formation of acid rain,
/
destruction of ozone in the stratosphere and global warming. Most of this
increase is attributed to human activities such as agriculture, fossil fuel
combustion of mobile sources and fossil fuel combustion of stationary sources
.(power plants). The human activity that generates the most NOx, 24 percent[1]
is power generation. In order to mitigate this steady increase, a group of
industrialized countries, including the United States, has imposed NOx
regulations. There·are two major sources of NOx: fuel NOx which is produced
by oxidizing the nitrogen contained in the fuel and thermal NOx which is
produced by oxidizing atmospheric nitrogen at high temperatures. One way
~
demonstrated to contribute to NOx reductions in coal-fired power plants is by
furnace cleaning. By sootblowing the waterwalls, heat transfer from the flame
and hot gas to the waterwalls is enhanced, reducing flame and gas
t~mperatures. Thi~ results in reduction in thermal NOx emis·sions.
Unfortunately, this action can also reduce power plant efficiency. In order to
reduce NOxwith minimum impact on boiler eijiciency the operator needs to
know where and when to clean the boiler heat exchangers, including the
3
waterwalls. He needs a tool that advises him on the cleanliness status of the
heat exchangers.
In coal-fired boilers, there will be a build-up of coal ash deposits on the various
heat transfer surfaces. If the furnace temperature exceeds the fusion
temperature of the ash, the resultant molten deposit is classified as slagging.
Below this fusion temperature, the mostly bonded deposits are classified as
fouling, Kaya(2); Siagging usually occurs in the furnace and on the screen
tubes and upper heater sectio'ns'of the boiler, whereas fouling usually occurs
at the back end of the boiler in areas like'the economizer region. Both slagging
and fouling create significant problems. In particular heat transfer is reduced,
Anderson et al(3) and the necessary operator compensation action, (likely to
include adjustments to burner tilt, water flow, firing rates, etc) inevitably leads
to a loss of efficiency, and a subsequent increase in operational costs. Other
problems include loss in load capacity, physical damage due to heavy slag
falls, departure from optimal turbine conditions, and increased maintenance[41.
The factors affecting the build-up of slagging and fouling are: the fuel
constituents (Sanyal and Williamson(5)), combustion control equipment,
furnace temperature, operating load and boiler design (that is the arrangement
and size of tube banks, furnace volume, etc). All these variables interact and
can lead to significant problems for the operator responsible for maintaining
boiler efficiency(2).
4
There are two alternative commercially available approaches to slag and
fouling monitoring. These are: direct monitoring techniques and indirect
monitoring systems.
Directmonitoring, Chambers et al[6) and La Vert[7), has been achieved using
various in-situ heat flux meters. Such devices must survive in the harsh
environment of a boiler and therefore have a limited life of two to four years.
To monitor the entire utility boiler" multiple meters are required with a
supporting data reduction/analysis system. Furthermore, such devices are
generally unsuitable for applications to superheater, reheater, and economizer
surfaces in the convection passes. In these areas indirect monitoring is more
appropriate.
Indirect monitoring systems (Heil et al[8), Skiner[9), Kaya[10), Bangham et al[11),
Cain et al[12] and Cheng et al[13)) use heat balance models to compare the
general cleanliness/fouling of the different boiler heat transfer sections with a
"clean" or base-case condition. These models must be updated at regular
intervals using on-line measurements. Although, these models tend to be
formulated using only simple heat transfer equations, they do include the
complexities of the boiler geometry. This mean~ that the models are typically
tailored for base-load plants and are usually specific to a particular
manufacturer. These models are used in a monitoring mode and indicate how,
for example, a load change will effect the cleanliness status of the different
. .
boiler heat transfer sections. Nasal et al[14) has used Fuzzy Logic to "cross-
check" their cleanliness factor calculations, (based on a single-fuzzy rule) to
5
determine if a heat exchanger section was dirty. No work has been done to
determine the fouling of boiler heat exchangers using Neurofuzzy. The
purpose of this thesis is to determine cleanliness status of boiler heat trCi/1sfer
sections using a branch of Artificial Intelligence called Neurofuzzy. Neurofuzzy
has the capability to develop its own fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules using power
plant data. This work is part of a project for the development of a sootblower
advisor which will recommend optimal sootblowing scheduling throughout the
boiler based on prescribed objective and constraints such as low NOx
emissions with minimum impact in heat rate.
6
CHAPTER 2
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
In the 1970's there was a popular belief that if the domain of the problem was
not defined it could be solved by Artificial Intelligence (AI): "It is an AI problem
if it has not been solved yet". The truth is that AI is a branch of computer
sciences that needs the domain of the problem in order to solve it, just as in
conventional programming. Professor Edward Feigenbaum[15] of Stanford
University, an early pioneer in Artificial Intelligence, defined AI as "an
intelligent compu~ogram that uses knowledge and inference procedures to
solve problems that are difficult enough to require significant human expertise
for their solution."
AI has grown to encompass a range of techniques. Figure 2.1 shows some
areas of Artificial Intelligence such as Expert Systems, Fuzzy Logic and.
Artificial Neural Systems. This chapter describes some AI techniques that are
pertinent to this work.
Artificial Intelligence Areas
Figure 2.1
7
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Expert Systems
Expert Systems is a branch of AI that makes extensive use of specialized
knowledge to solve problems at the level of a human expert. When expert
systems were first developed in the 1970s, they contained expert knowledge
exclusively. However, the term expert system is often applied today to any,
system that uses expert system technology. This expert system technology
may include, special expert system languages, programs, and hardware '
designed to aid in the development and execution of expert systems. The
knowledge in expert systems may be either expertise or knowledge that is
generally available from books, and other references.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic concept of a Knowledge-Based Expert System.
The user supplies facts or other information to the expert system and receives
expert advice in response. Internally, the Expert System consists of two main
components: the kn~wledge base that contains the knowledge and the
inference engine, which draws conclusions. These conclusions are the expert
system's responses to the user's queries for expertise.
Facts Knowledge Base
...
~
User
..
~
Expertise Inf~renceEngine
Knowledge-Based Expert System
Figure 2.2
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The most common method to encapsulate the knowledge in expert systems is
by rules. They usuaily have the form IF ... THEN. The following rule is an
example of encapsulated knOWledge: IF the light is red THEN stop. In·case the
fact that the light is red happens, the rule will be fired~ This means, the rule will
be activated and the action to follow will be to stop. These kinds of rules are
known as CRISP rules since they are fired only when the fact matches exactly
with the knowledge base.
Fuzzy Logic
Computers generate their reasoning using 1's and O's, hense, everything is
either black or white. The human brain generates its reasoning using vague
terms of common sense. For this case, it is so difficult to develop computer
programs that are able to reason like the human brain. The branch of Artificial
Intelligence that attempts to use this approach is known as Fuzzy Logic.
Fuzzy Logic and fuzzy sets were developed in the mid-sixties by Lotti
Zadeh[16l, who was a Professor in the department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science at the University of California at Berkeley.
In classical set theory an element is or is not part of a set:
(2.1 )
This reads: "A is the set of all x's such that x is more than or equal to at and
less than or equal to a2, where x belongs to the real numbers." Hence, the
closed interval of Equation (2.1) represents an uncertain number x that
/)
/
9
belongs to the interval [a1, a2]. A is represented graphically in Figure 2.3 as a
segment on the line of real numbers.
A
Real Number Domain
,
Figure 2.3
At~o dimensional representation of .this example of classical set theory is the
Equation (2.2) below. It is shown in Figure 2.4 that F (x) has a value of one
when the element x belongs to the set A and zero otherwise.
F(x) = {I:::> XE A
O:::>x~A
1 -----
·•
•
·•
·•
•
·•
·
·•
·
·•o
Graphical Representation of Equation 2.2
Figure 2.4
The fundamental concept in Fuzzy Logic is the fuzzy number or the
(2.2)
membership function. In Fuzzy Logic, an element is part of a set at a certain
degree, varying level from zero to one. This is called a membership function or
fuzzy number, where zero means that the element does not belong to the set
and one means that the element belongs totally to the set. Figure 2.5 shows
10
that the element a1 does not belong to the set a since its degree of
membership is zero, on other hand element' a4 belongs totally to set a since
its membership function is one (ap ). And it shows, as well, that the element a3
belongs more to the set a than the element a2, since the element a3 has a
higher degree of membership than the element a2, a3 and a 2 respectively.
o
x
Example of Membership Function
Figure 2.5
An important concept related to the membership function is possibility. Prof.
Zadeh explained in his paper, "Fuzzy Sets as a Basis for a Theory of
Possibility[17I," that possibility, and notprobability, is the term used in
membership functions. For example, Table 2.1 shows the possibility vs.
probability that Mr. X is going to have a certain number of eggs for breakfast.
The first column illustrates that Mr. X's possibility of having one egg for
breakfast is 100 percent but the probability of having one egg for breakfast is
only.10 percent. The second column illustrates that Mr. X's possibility of
having two eggs for breakfast is 90 percent but in this case ~he probability of
having two eggs for breakfast is 80 percent. Finally, the third column
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illustrates that Mr. X's possibility of having three eggs for breakfast is 20
percent but the probability of having three eggs for breakfast is 10 percent.
As it can be seen, the sum of probabilities is equal to 100 percent, but the sum
of possibilities is not. This shows that if an event is possible it does not mean
that is probable, but if an event is probable it must also be possible.
Table 2.1
Probability vs. Possibility
,
NumberofEggs 1 2 3
Possibility. 100% 90% 20%
Pro b ab ility 10% 80% 10%
Fuzzy numbers can have different shapes, so they can match different
presumptions of how an element belongs to a set. Triangular fuzzy numbers
are the most common fuzzy numbers used in the fuzzy engineering field since
its graphical representation is very simple and they are constructed easily on
the basis of little information about the linguistic variable. The membership
function FA(X) in Equation 2.3, indicates that when the element x increases its
value frqm a1 to (a1+a2)/2 its possibility increas~s to 100 percent. Element
(a1+a2)/2 has the higher possibility, 100 percent, in this membership functiqn.
However, when the element x increases its value from (ar+-a2)/2 to a2, its
possibility decreases to 0 percent. Finally, if the element x is outside of the
range a1< x <a2 its possibility is zero. Figure 2.6 shows a graphical
representation of Equation 2.3.
12
2
x-a) al +az
-----'- => a) ~ x ~ ......:.----=-
az-a) 2
2 x-az a) +az--"-=> ~x~az
a) -az 2
o=> otherwise
(2.3)
1
x
OL---J."---------'----...>..-----+
a) +az
2
Graphical Representation of Equation 2.3
Figure 2.6
In certain cases, several elements of a fuzzy set have a possibility of one and
a flat segment is needed. The trapezoidal fuzzy number is the most common
solution for this situation; it makes a good representation of linguistic variables.
An example of trapezoidal fuzzy number is Equation 2.4. It indicates that when
the element x increases its value from 81 to 82 the membership function FB(X)
increases from zero to one, in other words its possibility increases from zero to
100 percent. On the other hand, when the element x is in the range 82 < X < 83
its possibility is one, the membership function has a value of one. However,
when the element x increases its value from 83 to 84, its possibility decreases
from one to 0 percent. And finally, if the element x is outside of the range
13
a1<x<a4 its possibility is zero, FB(x) is equal zero. Figure 2.7 shows a graphical
representation of Equation 2.4.
x-a-~)::>~ ~x~a2
a2 -a)
1::>a2 ~x~a3
x-a~~4 ::>a3~x~a4
a3 -a4
o::> otherwise
(2.4)
1
0<-----''----'''-----------'----.>.-.--.
Graphical representation of Equation 2.4
Figure 2.7
Fuzzy Sets
A fuzzy set is defined by the ordered pair x and J.l A (x) . An ordered pair is
defined by two elements, a and b, where the first element belongs to the
abscissa axis and the second element belongs to the ordinate axis. In this
case, x is an element of set A (abscissa axis) and J.l A (x) is the membership
14
J _
function that has values between [0,1] (ordinate axis). Its mathematical
representa~ion is:
. B = ((X,,LlA(X)) I x E A,,uA(X) E [O,l]} (2.5)
This reads: "The fuzzy set B is equal to the ordered pair (x, fJA (x)), such that
the element x belongs to the set A and the membership function fJA (x)
belongs to the set [0,1]"
In several cases, fuzzy sets need "Linguistic Mo~ifiers" such as very, fairly,
and absolutely. This is one of the advantages of Fuzzy Logic. A linguistic
modifier is defined as:
r-
AP = {( X,(fJA(X)) P)} (2.6)
Where the element x belongs to the set A along the abscissa axis and the
membership function fJA(x) is powered to the P power for every x value along
the ordinate axis.
Table 2.2 describes a fuzzy set, where a range of velocities is considered at a
certain degree: fast (x, Ufast(X)):
Table 2.2
Function Fast(x, Ufast(X))
x
If the linguistic modifier "very" is added to the previous fuzzy set, the
membership function Ufast would be powered to the second power:
2
Uvery _fast = Ufast
15
(2.7)
Table 2.2 shows in the fifth column that for a velocity of 60 mph the possibility
that the car is going fast is 20 percent, in comparison Table 2.3 shows that the
possibility of the car going very fast is only 4 percent. In this example, the
possibility decreased since 60 mph is not considered a very fast velocity.
Table 2.3
Functions (x, Ufast(x»), (x, UVerLfast(x»)
x omph 20 mph 40 mph 60 mph 80 mph· 100 mph 120 mph 140 mph
Ufast(x) 0.0% 2.0% 8.0% 20.0% 50.0% 80.0% 90.0% 100.0%
Uvery_fast(X) 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% .4.0% 25.0% 64.0% 81.0% 100.0%
Figure 2.8 illustrates the two different fuzzy sets: (x, UfasV and (x, U very fasV. The
element X is the same for both fUZZy sets but the membership functions have
different trends.
Degree of Possibility That a Velocity is Fast or Very Fast
100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
.... 60.0%~~
~
50.0%:s
'iii
III
0 40.0%D.
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
.......·· /--Ufast(x) --Uvery fasl(x) I..· ··· ·..· · · · .
omph 20 mph 40 mph 60 mph 80 mph 100 mph 120 mph 140 mph
Velocity (mph)
Figure 2.8
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It is seen from Figure 2.8 that for any velocity the possibility that the car is
going "very fast" is lower than the possibility that the car is going simply "fast".
Fuzzy logic is an extension of infinite-value logic. Its only difference is the use
of fuzzy sets. Fuzzy Logic uses linguistic variables of natural language to
generate imprecise propositions to yield approximate results. The most
popular Fuzzy Logic Systems are: Takagi and the Sugeno's Fuzzy System(18)
and the Fuzzy Logic System with Fuzzifier and Deffuzifier.
Takagi and Sugeno proposed a system where the IF part of the change has
fuzzy sets and the THEN part has crisp outputs. The advantage of this system
is that its mathematical calculations are very simple. But its disadvantage is
that crisp outputs cannot represent the linguistic variables of human experts.
Fuzzy Logic System with Fuzzifier and Deffuzifier
This technique, proposed by Mamdani(19) in 1974, consists of fuzzy sets in
both the IF and THEN parts of the rule. Even though the mathematical
calculations for this system are complex, it provides a natural framework to
incorporate fuzzy IF-THEN rules from human experts. An example of this
Fuzzy Logic System rule is:
• IF the membership function of Ai is greater than zero and the membership
function of B j is greater than zero THEN Ci,j is chosen.
Where 4 and Bj are the two fUzzy sets at the left-hand side of the rule (LHS)
and Ci,j is the fuzzy set at th~ right-hand side of the rule (RHS). The strength
17
of the rule is calculated by the intersection of the two membership functions at
the LHS:
(2.8)
A rule is fired when the strength of the rule is greater than zero. In order to
calculate the approximate result, the aggregated membership function must be
-
obtained. An aggregated membership function is the union of the different
intersections of the strength of the rules and Ci,i' that are fired, Le.:
Finally, the output is decoded to a nonfuzzy control action, a single crisp value
identified by Z·. This operation is called defuzzyfication, There are two major
methods for defuzzification:
• Center of area method
• Mean of maximum method.
The center of area method calculates the center of area under the curve
Jlagg(Z). Equation 2.10 shows a method to calculate Z;.
"k=q-l ()
• LJk=l Zk Jl agg ZkZ =-------=:......--
c L ::~-l Jl agg (zk)
(2.10)
where Jlagg is the aggregated membership function and Zk is the independent
variable of it.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the center of area under'curve Jlagg (z) and some of the
points taken to calculate Z:.
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o~/ 00....
/ '\............................................................".•...........••...•.'\ .,.. ~~~
./,l \
/'/ \ .....
fJagg (Z 1 \
Zc Membership Function
'Figure 2.9
The mean of maximum method calculates the average between the two
highest projections P1 and P2 on the z-~xis [(\> (2]' Equation 2.11 shows a
method to calculate Z:. Figure 2.10 illustrates two maximum points P1 and P2
and'their projection over the z-axis [(\>(2].
(2.11 )
J1
(1
Zm Membership Function
Figure 2.10
ol----#------.,;.---""---+---+----~..---.
(2
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Neural Networks
Neural networks are composed of .simple elements operating in parallel. These
elements are inspired by the biological ne-rvous system. As in nature, the
network function is determined largely by the connections between elements.
A neural network can be trained to perform a particular function by adjusting
the values of the connections (weights) between elements.
Commonly neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input
leads to a specific target output. Such a situation is shown in Figure 2.11. The
network is adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until
the network output matches the target. Typically, many such inpuUtarget pairs
are used in supervised learning to train the network.
Target
Output
Adjust
Weights
Input
Neural Network
Including
------..I Connections (Called
Weights) Between
.Neurons
Neural Network Concept
Figure 2.11
.Figure 2.12 shows a neuron with a single scalar and no bias. The scalar input
P is transmitted through a connection that multiplies its strength by the scalar
weight w to form the product wp, again a scalar. The weighted input wp is the
20
only argument of the transfer function f, which produces the scalar output a. In
the figure, n represents the transfer function net input.
Inp\lt Neuron Without Bias
~(
'\p-
. n ~[Z] a .~
'---..)\.. )
a=j(wp)
Single Scalar Neural Network
Figure 2.12
On the other hand, Figure 2.13 shows a neuron with a bias, b. The bias is
much like a weight, except that it has a constant input of one. The transfer
function net input n, again a scalar, is the sum of the weighted input wp and
the bias b. This sum is the argument of the transfer function f, which is
typically a step function, a sigmoid or hyperbolic function that takes the
argument n and produces the output a.
Elements wand b are adjustable scalar parameters of the neurons. The
central idea of neural networks is that such parameters can be adjusted so
that the network exhibits a desired behavior. Thus, the network can be trained
to do a particular job by adjusting the weight or bias parameters, or perhaps,
the network itself will adjust these parameters to achieve some desired end.
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Single Scalar Neural Network with Bias
Figure 2.13
A neuron with a single R-element input vector is shown in Figure 2.14. Here
the individual elements inputs P1 ,P2, ... PR are multiplied by weights
W1,1,W1,2, ... W1,R and the weighted values are fed to the summing function. Their
sum is simply Wp, the dot product of the single row matrix Wand the vector p.
Input
PI r--"'\ C.
WI,1
a Where..•
• R= # of elements in input
vector
PR '----J ~....~_I._R__----,-=-----..,.,....--_)
a=j(Wp+b)
R-Element Neural Network with Bias
Figure 2.14
The vector has a bias b, which is summed with the weighted inputs to form the
net input n. This sum, n, (Equation 2.12) is. the argument of the transfer
function f.
(2.12)
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In case a network with many neurons needs to be represented, a
representation is shown in Figure 2.15, the solid dark vertical bar at the left
represents. the input vector p. The dimensions of p are shown below the
symbol p in the figure as Rx1. Thus, p is a vector of R input elements. These
inputs post-multiply the single row, R column matrix W. As before, a constant
1 enters the neuron as an input and is multiplied by a scalar bias b. The net
input to the transfer function f is n; the sum of the bias b and the product Wp.
This sum is passed to the transfer function fto get the neuron's output a,
which in this case is a scalar.
Input
~~
p
Neuron
a
1*1
Where...
R=#of
elements in
input vector
~~__1_*1_~","---:,,:- )
a=j(Wp+b)
-
Neural Network with Multiple Neurons
Figure 2.15
A layer, as shown in Figure 2.15, includes the combination of the weights, the
multiplication and the summing operation Wp.
A very simple way to organize the neurons in several layers is shown in Figure
2.16. This architecture is called a feedforward net, since neurons of one layer
are only connected with neurons of the succeeding layer, without any
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recurrent connections. Normally, these nets consist of one input layer, one or
two hidden layers (called hidden,· since they don't have a direct connection to
the outside world) and one output layer. With such a net, input data are·
mapped from the n-dimensional input space toan m-dimensional output
space. This net can learn to produce a certain desired output for each input
pattern presented at the input layer.
L;zL . LbL Leo·
out:Jut: 0 a 1
or: 0 1 a
or: 1 a a
)(2 )(:1; X~
inplrt pa1tems
for inplrt pa1IleUTI 110. :=
for inplrt pa:t:te;m no. ~
for inplrt pa.1!Jelm 110. 1
Feedforward Neural Network
Figure 2.16
Backpropagation
In 1986, Rumelhart et al. (20) redeveloped and popularized a supervised
·Iearning algorithm, called Backpropagation or the generalized delta rule. It
provided the multi-layer perceptron (an artificial neuron, whose dendrites are
replaced by inputs multiplied by weights) with an efficient learning rule.
Backpropagation is based on the minimization of a suitable error; in this case
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the average error between the actual output signal and the corresponding
desired output signal. Table 204 shows a list of the notation used in the
backpropagation mathematical description.
Table 2.4
Notation Used in Backpropagation Neural Networks
Notation Meaning
Xi Input to layer neuron i
dj Desired output of layer neuron j
a j =j(a) Actual output of neuron j
a j =L iWjiXi Activation of neuron j
Wji Weights connecting the ith neuron in layer 1-1 to the jth
neuron in layer I
LlWji Weight update .
17 LearninQ rate parameter
E Global error
The global error E at the output layer is the sum of squared differences of the
desired outputs and the actual calculated outputs of each output neuron j,
and can be expressed as:
E =!.."" (d. - a .)22~) }
}
This error is a function of the connection weights, Wji, which are the
(2.13)
parameters that have to be optimized in such a way that the error E becomes
a minimum.
One way to achieve this goal is with the so-called Gradient-Descent Method.
The negative gradient - aE~ .. of the error surface represents the local/iJ }l
direction of descent and, thus, is the search direction for the new weight, Wji,
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on the way toward a minimum, which hopefully is global. However, this
minimum can also be local. After the nth iteration the error can be calculated
and all weights of the net have to be updated:
.-
wji(n +1) =wji(n) +AW ji (2.14)
where the weight update Aw ji is' proportional to the negative gradient
(2.15)
If the proportional factor TJ is too large, the update step overshoots the
minimum and thus leads to oscillations around the minimum. On the other
hand, a small proportional factor causes slow convergence (Figure 2.17).
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Convergence of Neural Network Global Error
Figure 2.17
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Summary of the Backpropagation Learning Rule:
As depicted in Figure 2.18, the weighted input is summed, passed through the
nonlinearity f, yielding the actual output, which is subtracted from the desired
output.
~=1
x.
l: aJ
oJ = f (a.J2
f'aJ)
lV:lIn- .llne&l.ty
-dS (d - o. J
J J J
Backpropagation Learning Rule
Figure 2.18
This error is backpropagated from the output layer to the hidden layer(s) and
from the hidden layer(s) to the input layer by correcting each weight after the
nth epoch
W ji (n+ 1) =wJ1 (n) + Llw ji (2.16)
by the weight update
(2.17)
where Xi is the input to neuron j and 8j is the local error, whose form depends
on whether neuron j is an output or a hidden neuron. Epoch is defined as a
complete backpropation cycle.
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Different cases occur:
1. The neuron j is an output neuron:
8j is the product of I (a) and the error (dj .:. a)
For the case of sigmoidal nonlinearities: 8 j =(d j - a j )aj (1.0 - a j )
2. The neuron j is a hidden neuron:
8 j is the product of I (a j) and the weighted sum of the 8 's of the
neurons in the next layer (in the backward direction). This next layer
has k neurons.
For the case of sigmoidal nonlinearities: 8 j =[a/1.0 - a)]r~=k 8kwk)"]
NeuroFuzzy Hybrid System
NeuroFuzzy hybrid systems combine the advantages of fuzzy systems, which
deal with explicit knowledge that can be explained and understood, and neural
networks that deal with implicit knowledge which can be acquired by learning.
Neural network learning provides a good way to adjust the expert's knowledge
and automatically generate additional fuzzy rules and membership functions,
to meet certain specifications and reduce design time and costs. On the other
hand, fuzzy logic enhances the generalization capability of a neural network
system by providing more reliable output when extrapolation is needed beyond
the limits of the training data.
NeuroFuzzy Architecture
The NeuroFuzzy system consists of the various components of a traditional
fuzzy system, except that each stage is performed by a layer of hidden
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neurons, and neural network learning capability is provided to enhance the
system knowledge (Figure 2.19).
datadata Fuzzification FuzryRule Defuzzification Oulput
Layer 10- Layer f-- Layer
Input
Neurofuzzy Architecture
Figure 2.19
Fuzzification Layer
Each neuron in this layer represents an input membership function of the
antecedent of a fuzzy rule. One common method to implement this layer is to
express membership functions as discrete points. Thus, for a fuzzy rule "IF X1
is A1 and X2 is A2 ... THEN Y is B", A's characterize the possibility distribution
of the antecedent clause "X is A". Each of the hidden nodes is defined as a
fuzzy reference point in the input space. This method can approximate many
continuous functions and the degree of error depends very much on the
number of discrete points used. Another approach is to use a combination of
one or two sigmoidal functions and a linear function to represent each
membership function in the Fuzzication and Defuzzification Layers. The
parameters of these neurons can be trained to fine tune the final shape and
location of the membership functions.
Figure 2.20 shows two different inputs that can be organized in high, medium
and low levels. In the case of X1 the membership grade indicating th~
certainty of "X1 is High" is 0.6, "X1 is Medium" is 0.4, and "X1 is Low" is 0.0.
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The output of these membership function neurons are connected to the Fuzzy
Rule Layer as specified by the fuzzy rules, using links, with fixed weights of
unity. Each small rectangle in Figure 2.20 represents a neuron.
Fuzzification Layer
I I
Fun.y Rule Layer Deruzzificatio Layer
I I I I
CCfl*e:jueni
THENYis B
Y3=0.2
Y1=O.1
Medium I....-"""*-~ Y2=O.8
HighI HighXl~1 Medium
I LOW
I High I 0.3X2~1 Medium 1 0.5
LOW 1 0.2I
Example of Neurofuzzy System
Figure 2.20
Fuzzy Rule Layer
This layer represents the fuzzy rule base and its function is to perform the
fuzzy logical operations. Each neuron represents a fuzzy rule such as "IF X1 is
A1 and X2 is A2 ... THEN Y is S". Each fuzzy rule calculates the certainty of
each compound proposition "IF X1 is A1 and X2 is A2 ... "which indicates the
degree of the fit, that is, how well the prerequisites of each fuzzy rule are
satisfied. The n~urons have a linear function, and their outputs are connected
to the Defuzzification Layer by weighted links. The weights of these links
represent the relative significance of the rules associated with the neurons.
Their values can be preset according to the expert or initialized tb 'be 1.0, and
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then trained to reflect their actual importance to the output membership
functions contained in the Defuzzification Layer.
Defuzzification Layer
The function of this layer is for rule evaluation. Each neuron in this layer
represents a consequent proposition 'THEN Y is B" and its membership
function can be implemented by combining one or two sigmoidal functions and
linear functions. The certainty of each consequent proposition is calculated,
and is regarded as the "goodness of fit" of those fuzzy rul.es, which have the
same consequent proposition. The weight of each output link from these
neurons represents the center of gravity of each output membership function
of the consequent, and is trainable. The final output value is then calculated
using the Center of Gravity Method.
Fuzzy Rule Implementation
In the NeuroFuzzy system, illustrated in Figure 2.20, a set of trading rules is
established, for example:
• Rule 1: IF X1 is High and X2 is Low THEN Yis High 0.8
• Rule 2: IF X1 is Medium and X2 is High THEN Y is Medium 0.5
The value at the end of each rule represents the initial weight of the rule, and it
will be adjusted to its appropriate level at the end of training. If all the rules
have the same subject, Y, for the consequent propositions, then only 1 output
node is needed. Figure 2.20 illustrates a system with three subjects Y1, Y2
and Y3.
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Training of NeuroFuzzy System
The structure in Figure 2.20 can be configured with initial values specified by
human experts, and then be further tuned by using a training algorithm such
as backpropagation as follows:
Step 1: Present an input data sample, compute the corresponding output.
Step 2: Compute the error between the output(s) and the actual target(s).
Step 3: The connection weights and membership functions are adjusted.
Step 4: At a fixed number of epochs, delete useless rule and membership
function nodes, and add in new ones.
Step 5: IF Error> Tolerance THEN goto Step 1 ELSE stop.
When the error level drops to below the user-specified tolerance, the final
interconnection weights reflect the changes in the initial fuzzy rules and
membership functions. If the resulting weight of a rule is close to zero, the rule
can be safely removed from the rule base, since it is negligible compared to
others. Also, the shape and position of the membership fundions in the
Fuzzification and Defuzzification Layers can be fine tuned by adjusting the
parameters of the neurons in these layers, during the training process.
Summary
NeuroFuzzy systems offer the precision and learning capabilities of neural
networks, and yet are easy to understand like fuzzy systems. Explicit
knowledge acquired from experts can be easily incorporated. into such system,
and implicit knowledge can be learned from training samples to enhance the
accuracy of the output. Furthermore, the modified and new rules produced
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with this technique can be extracted from a properly trained NeuroFuzzy
System to explain how the results are derived. This technique was selected for
the development of the Cleanliness Status Determination Module undertaken
in this project.
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CHAPTER 3
TECHNICAL APPROACH
~
DETERMINATION OF SECTION CLEANLINESS STATUS
Cleanliness Approach
In each heat exchanger of a boiler, the heat generated from combustion is
transferred to the colder working fluid, which is water or steam, depending on
the section. The actual heat transfer rate depends on the state of the network
(temperatures, pressures and flows), as well as the geometric configuration of
the heat exchanger and the conductivity of its surfaces.
The ability to estimate the degree of fouling of each heat exchanger of the
boiler is necessary to optimize sootblowing operations. However, the
technology to directly measure section cleanliness is currently limited. Heat
flux sensors and infrared cameras have been used to estimate the fouling of
the furnace water walls with limited success.
An approach that has been applied with success uses mathematical models to
indirectly determine cleanliness status of the heat exchangers in the boiler.
The cleanliness factor, eF, of a heat exchanger is defined as
CF, = g; *100% (3.1 )
Where Qi = the actual heat transfer rate of the jth section, Btu/hr
at= the clean (maximum) heat transfer rate of the jth section, Btu/hr
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Apleanliness factor of 100 percent means the heat exchanger is free of
fouling, and cleanliness factors less than this value mean that the heat
. exchanger has some fouling that is reducing the heat transfer of the network.
Q can be calculated with Equation 3.2
(3.2)
Where lhs is the steam (water) flow rate, klbm/hr
C
s
is the specific heat of steam (water), Btu/klbm* of
I: is the steam (water) outlet temperature, of
o
.r-I: is the steam (water) inlet temperature, of
o
The most difficult part in calculating the cleanliness factor, eF, is estimating
the heat transfer rate for the clean condition. This quantity, Qt, depends on
current values of temperatures, pressures and flow rates of the two fluids. The
issue is how to model Qt as a function of these variables.
In order to calculate Qj., those variables have to be measured in the boiler.
Typically flue gas flow rate is based on estimated flow rates of coal and air
entering the boiler. The temperatures are calculated recursively using heat
balance methods.
The standard method used to estimate Q. for a convective heat exchanger
relies on the inlet and outlet temperatures of both the flue gas and steam
(water) and is based on a thermal model of convective heat transfer. This
model states the heat transfer rate between two fluids separated by a surface
is proportional to the-average temperature difference over the whole surface
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and is estimated using the inlet and outlet temperatures of both fluids and
computed by the log mean temperature difference (LMTD):
(3.3)
where Q* is proportional to the LMTD, and Tg and Ts represents gas and
steam temperature, respectively. Hence,
Q"'=kxLMTD
where k is· a constant formulated as a polynomial function of load.
(3.4)
Although, cleanliness factors offer an alternative for mopitoring the cleanliness
status of the different heat transfer sections in a boiler, this is not straight
forward,for the following reasons:
1. Accurate calculations have to be performed, involving a large amount of
variables.
2. Cleanliness calculations are very sensitive to operationing conditions of the
unit.
An alternative was developed in this project to estimate the cleanliness status
of the boiler heat transfer sections.
Cleanliness Status Approach
This new approachuses cleanliness status, instead of cleanliness factors, to
define the amount of slagging or fouling on a heat exchanger. The different
cleanliness statuses depend on the level of slagging or fouling on the heat
. exchanger (indicated by the flue gas temperature difference) and its outlet
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steam temperature or level of attempering spray flow rate. If a boiler has no
attempering sprays the cleanliness status only depends on the level of
slagging and the outlet steam temperature. For example, if the heat exchanger
has a large amount of slagging and its outlet steam temperature is below the
design temperature, then its cleanliness status could be very dirty or just dirty.
On the other hand, if the heat exchanger has no slagging and its·outlet steam
temperature is above the design temperature, then its cleanliness status could
be very clean or just clean.
Artificial Intelligence (neurofuzzy networks) was used to generate rules that
define the relation between different power plant parameters and different
cleanliness statuses.
Data Filtering
For the proof of concept of this approach, data from a coal-fired unit was used.
This unit is a tangentially-fired boiler burning an eastern bituminous coal with a
nominal, full load rating of 108 MW. This boiler has a waterwall section, a
single superheat, reheat and an economizer section. Unfortunately the data
"
used for the development (15,790 data points) were collected at different
working conditions such as different excess air levels, tilt angles and loads. It
also contained load transients. In addition this data set did not have readings
of important parameters such as Furnace Exit Gas Temperature (FEGT), flue
gas temperatures and cleanliness factors. In order to obtain these parameters,
a computer program that uses energy balances to generate its calculations
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was used. This program starts its calculations at the economizer exit and
moves backwards to the furnace.
Different levels of oxygen, tilt angle and load can vary the temperature of the
gases that enter and leave the heat exchangers, the steam temperatures of
the heat exchangers and the calculated cleanliness factors. Unfortunately,
these changes do not reflect the actual cleanliness status of the heat
exchanger. Although the heat exchanger walls remain clean, the calculated
cleanliness factor can vary greatly because of the change in the oxygen level,
tilt angle and load. In order to have cleanliness factors, steam temperatures
and gas temperatures that only depend on the slagging or fouling of the heat
exchanger, the data set had to be filtered with respect to these parameters.
Only data that were within the following ranges was accepted.
• Oxygen levels from 1.95 to 2.35 percent (Figure 3.1 ). The ra!1ge of oxygen
levels can not change by more than 0.4 percent or it will result in a broad
range of gas flows. Since gas flow is one of the major factors in convective
heat transfer, it can change the cleanliness status of the heat exchanger
even though the heat exchanger has the same amount of surface fouling.
• Tilt angle from 120 to 14.40 (Figure 3.2). The range. of tilt angle can not
change more than 30 or it will cause different levels of heat radiation.
Almost all the heat transfer in the furnace is radiative. The heat radiation
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can change the cleanliness status of the furnace, even though the furnace
has the same degree of slagging.
• Unit loads from 95 MW to 106.9 MW (Figure 3.3). The range of load can
not change by more than 15 MW. Larger firing rates associated with higher
load can change the cleanliness status of the heat exchanger even though
the heat exchanger has the same amount of surface fouling.
• To filter load transients, changes in load with respect to time (dLldt) were
limited to be within -1 MW/min to +1 MW/min (Figure 3.4). Transients must
be avoided because the data collected during load ramping would have
confused the neurofuzzy network.
Figure 3.5 shows a plot of FEGT vs. waterwall cleanliness factor (VWVCF), for
the entire data set. This figure reveals how the FEGT varies widely for a
specific value of VWl/CF. In the case where WWCF has a value of 70 percent,
theFEGT varies from approximately 1AOOoF to 2,OOOoF, which means that the
FEGT has a range of almost 600°F for a specific value of VVWCF.
After the data was filtered the number of data points was reduced from 15,790
to 3,690. Figure 3.6 shows FEGT vs. VWl/CF after the data was filtered. As a
result, for a WWCF level of 70 percent, the FEGT now ranges from 1,920oF to
1,970oF, which means that the FEGT has a narrower range of temperatures
for specific values of WWCF.
Once the data set was filtered, the next step was to develop a neurofuzzy
model of the section cleanliness status.
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Furnace
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There'were two criteria used to define a good network model:
• The time to train the neurofuzzy network had to be less than 90 minutes.
• The global error, which is defined as the total number of wrong predictions
divided by the total number of data points, had to be lessthan 1 percent.
Data Processing
Since each boiler has its own configuration and variables that can be
meaningful to define the cleanliness status, two different cases were
considered for the heat transfer sections:
• Case I: In this case there are not attempering sprays,and thus the main
steam temperature (Tms), and the hot reheat temperature (Thr) would
change with the different cleanliness conditions. The inputs for this case
were the furnace exit gas temperature, steam temperatures, and flue gas
temperatures.
• Case II: For this case, the boiler has attempering sprays, and their flow
would be changing with the different cleanliness conditions in the
convective pass heat exchangers. On the other hand, the main steam
temperature and the hot reheat temperature are controlled. The inputs for
this case were the furnace exit gas temperature, attempering spray flows
and the flue gas temperatures.
The unit analyzed has no sprays; thus the Case I approach was used for this
unit. The furnace or the waterwall section and the superheater section were
used for the development. The first approach tried to predict the cleanliness
)
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status of the heat exchangers used plain fuzzy logic technology, which means
the programmer had to develop the fuziy sets and the fuzzy rules. For this
approach, it seemed the FEGT, Tms, and Thr were the three inputs that would
determine the cleanliness status of the furnace. Each of these inputs had three
fuzzy sets: HIGH, DESIGN and LOW. The three inputs and the three fuzzy
sets made a total of 27 rules, for example:
• IF FEGT is HIGH AND Tms is HIGH AND Thr is HIGH THEN the furnace
has a possibility of 0 percent of being CLEAN,S percent of being DESIGN
and 98 percent of being DIRTY.
• IF FEGT is HIGH AND Tms is LOW AND Thr is DESIGN THEN the furnace
has a possibility of 0 percent of being CLEAN, 20 percent of being DESIGN
and 87 percent of being DIRTY.
Each fuzzy rule and each of its fUzzy sets involved would have to be defined
and tested by trial and error. The development of these rules was complex and
time demanding.
Figure 3.7 shows this attempt to describe with different membership functions,
when the FEGT was LOW, DESIGN or HIGH.
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Figu~e 3.7
A software package containing a neurofuzzy engine was used to train the data
and obtain the fuzzy rules and the fuzzy sets to define the cleanliness status of
the heat exchangers. This software has the capability of combining the
training method of neural networks with rules and membership functions of a
fuzzy logic model. In this way the rules were generated using data from the
power plant without the help of any expert.
For this second approach a group of three variables was used to provide
inputs to the waterwall neurofuzzy network model: FEGT, Tms, Thr. This group
of variables was used, because it appeared they were the ones that would
give meaningful information to the neurofuzzy network to predict the
cleanliness status of the furnace. In addition the cleanliness factor data were
divided in to three equal groups (cleanliness status) using the WWCF as
reference. Each of the groups was defining a cleanliness status of the furnace:
. CLEAN, DESIGN and DIRTY. Figure 3.8 shows a zoom view of the power
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plant data, where the water wall cleanliness factor ranges from 85 to 91
percent.
The neurofuzzy network could not be trained using the entire data set because
it exceeded the running time capability of the computer. In addition a large
data set compromises the training time criteria established for this project.
Therefore, one tenth of the data was taken. Figure 3.9 shows the data that
was taken using "blocks of information". For example, all FEGT data that had
a common WWCF of 85 percent was selected, but no FEGT data was
selected if they had a common WWCF of 85.1 percent. The block of FEGT
contained a large range of temperatures even though it had a common CF. A
~
sub-selection of data was done by taking 15 points at the average, two sigma
(standard deviation, that represent the 68 percent of the entire data), four
sigma (that represents the 96 percent of the entire data) and six sigma (that
represents the 99.9 percent of the entire data) of the block (Figure 3.10). This
process was used on the other inputs, always using the WWCF as reference.
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This approach did not meet the good network model criteria; its global error
was 7.2 percent. It was believed that the reason for this high percentage of
global error was due to the fact that a FEGT level could be associated to two
different groups of cleanliness status (see Figure 3.9, where, for example, a
FEGT of 20500F could fall on either the DESIGN or CLEAN group). This
information made the neurofuzzy network confused in the training, and gave
bad predictions of the cleanliness status. Figure 3.11 shows the errors
occurring at the overlap of the CF groups.
In the case of the superheater the inputs used to train the neurofuzzy network
were the FEGT (the superheater gas input temperature), the superheater gas
out (SHTg,o), and the main steam temperature (Tms). The SHTg,o and the FEGT
were the most representative inputs since, when the difference between these
two inputs is large, then there is a high possibility that the superheater is
CLEAN; on other hand, if the difference is small there is a high possibility that
the superheater is DIRTY. The main steam temperature was used to confirm
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the prediction. I,n case the difference between the FEGT and the SHTg,o was
small and the Tms was low, there was no doubt that the superheater was
DIRTY.
Figure 3.12 shows a plot of SHTg,o as a function of the superheater cleanliness
factor (SHCF). Five cleanliness groups, very clean (VC), clean (C), design
(Des), dirty (D), and very dirty (VD), were used for training.
An approach was tested for this section in which an equal number of input
data was selected for every superheater cleanliness group. In addition a sub-
selection of data was made taking values at the average, sigma, two sigma
and three sigma of the data taken. The inputs to train the neurofuzzy network
to define the superheater cleanliness status were FEGT, SHTg,o and Tms.
Figure 3.13 shows the input data used in this approach. In this case, equal
number of input data was taken from each grouping.
This approach did not meet the good network model criteria; its global error
was 19.4 percent. The error percentage in every cleanliness group is shown in
Figure 3.14. The reason this method did not meet the good network model
criteria, was again that the same value of FEGT (input data) appeared in the
boundary of two different ~Ieanliness groups. Therefore the network was
confused in the training. As can be seen in Figure 3.15 most of the errors
(wrong predictions) took place in the boundary of the different cleanliness
groups. And since this method used several cleanliness groups, the global
error increased.
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The previous approaches demonstrated that the most representative inputs to
define the cleanliness status in the furnace are the FEGT and the Tms. The
neurofuzzy software only used the FEGT and the,main steam temperature to
develop the fuzzy rules and the fuzzy sets. It discarded the hot reheat
temperature. Figure 3.16 shows the relationship between the FEGT and the
Tms. In the case of the convective sections: superheater, reheater and
economizer, it was proposed to use, the temperature difference between gas
in and gas out of the heat exchanger (IJ.Tgas ) and the steam/water leaving the
heat exchanger. The t1Tgas and the steam/water temperatures leaving the heat
exchanger are physically meaningful. If IJ.Tgas is large, the heat exchanger is
absorbing more of the heat from the gases entering to it; the heat exchanger is
CLEAN: The outlet steam/water temperature was used to confirm the rules. If
the heat exchanger is absorbing most of the energy from the gases, the outlet
steam/water temperature must be HIGH.
Note on Figure 3.17 that there is not a clear relationship between the reheater
gas out (RHTg,o) and its cleanliness factor, RHCF, but after using IJ.TRH•gas
(defined as the difference between the superheater gas out and the reheater
gas out) and the outlet reheat steam temperature, Figure 3.18 shows a clear
relationship between these two new variables.
The previous results demonstrated the problem of high prediction error
attributed to the fact that there was the same input value of FEGT (for the
waterwalls) at the boundary of two different cleanliness groups. This confused
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the neurofuzzy. Theneurofuzzy model gave most of its wrong predictions in
the boundary of two different cleanliness groups.
An additional approach was tried, where the software enqoding capability was
used before training. Data were encoded in a range from 0.05 to 0.95 (0.05
representing the lowest value of the data and 0.95 representing the largest
value of the data in a linear scaling). Using this approach, the neurofuzzy
network did not exceed the running time capability of the computer; therefore,
all data were used to train theneurofuzzy network for this approach.
Additionally, the waterwall cleanliness status was divided using the FEGT as
reference (Figure 3.19), in contrast to using CF. This avoids using CF to
determine section cleanliness status. As explained before, the FEGT and Tms
were the two inputs used to train the waterwall neurofuzzy network. The main
steam temperature was used to confirm the predictions. For example:
• IF the FEGT is HIGH AND the main steam temperature is HIGH THEN
there is 100 percent of possibility that the furnace is DIRTY.
• IF the FEGT is HIGH AND the main steam temperature is LOW THEN
there is 90 percent of possibility that the furnace is DIRTY.
This approach avoided having FEGT values (input data) in two different
cleanliness statuses. The global error obtained using this approach was of 0
percent.
In the case of the convective sections, the cleanliness status was divided
using I1T;as as a reference.
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Network Error and Training Time vs. Training Met,hod
Figure 3.20 shows the superheater global error vs. the neurofuzzy network
training method. Seven training methods contained in the software were tried.
All the superheater 3,6.90 data points were used for the training and the
cleanliness status of the heat exchanger was divided using I1Tgas temperatures
as a reference. Figure 3.20 illustrates that when the network is trained by the
Final Prediction Error (FPE) method, it generates the lowest percentage of
global error, 0.8 percent.
Figure 3.21 illustrates the time needed to generate the results of Figure 3.20,
as a function of the Training method. When the network was trained using the
FPE method, the network generated the lowest percentage of global error, 0.8
percent, in a reasonable amount of time, 17 minutes. FPE was found to be the
best training method that generates neurofuzzy networks that meet the good
network model criteria.
Selection of a Representative Training Set
Time was devoted to investigate the requirements for the amount of data
needed to develop neurofuzzy networks, which fulfill the good network criteria.
Two methods were investigated, wich select representative data to train the
neurofuzzy network: Blocking and Striping.
• Blocking uses the first rows of data for the training set. For example, Figure
3.22' shows that the first 30 percent of the data set was selected for
training. Since this method takes the first data rows from the entire data
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set, there is a big chance it will not take a representative training set.
Therefore, the entire data set must be randomized before applying this
•
method.
• Striping selects data rows regularly:OU9h the~ata set, with a
frequency appropriate to the proportion. For example, Figure 3.23
illustrates how this method equally divides the entire data in three sections
and selects 30 percent from each section. At the end, this method will
select 30 percent of the entire data. Since striping selects data with a
frequency to the proportion, the entire data·set must be organized by
different cleanliness statuses before using this method.
Data Selected by Blocking Method
Figure 3.22
III...... -JR 111 _
Data·Selected by Striping Method
Figure 3.23
Since it has the most scattered information, the reheater data were used to
determine the network error and the training time as a function of the training
set,. The striping method was initially used. All data were organized using the
cleanliness status as reference, which means that all data rows that had a
common cleanliness status were in one group. For example, all data rows with
a common very dirty cleanliness status were in one group followed by the
group of data rows that had a common dirty cleanliness status.
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Figure 3.24 shows that the global error decreases as more data are used to
train the network. Oppositely, Figure 3.25 indicates that the training time
increases as more data is used to train the network. Training time is
proportional to the quantity of input data. If more data is given to the network, it
will take more time to an~lyze the data. Figures 3.24 and 3.25 show that 50.
percent of the data is sufficient to train the network, because it generates a low
percentage of global error, 0.1 percent (approximately 4 data points) in a
reasonable amount of time, 11 minutes; it meets the criteria of a good network
model.
On the other hand, when the data was not organized using the cleanliness
statuses as references (when it was randomly organized}, the striping method
did not select a representative input data to train the neurofuzzy network.
Figure 3.26 shows that the global error did not decrease steadily as more data
were used to train the network.
Another test was done using the blocking method to select the data. For this
test the data was randomly organized, which means it was not organized
using the cleanliness status as reference. As in the previous test, the data
used to train the network was the reheater data. Figure 3.27 shows the results.
The global error decreases as more data is used to train the network.
However, only 20 percent of the data are needed to produce low global errors,
as compared to 50 percent for the striping method. Figure 3.28, as in the
previous test, shows that the training time increases as more data is used to
train the network. Training time is proportional to the quantity of input data. If
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more data is given to the network, it will take more time to analyze the data.
For this blocking method, Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show that 738 points (20
percent of 3,690 data points) give good amount of data to train the network,
because it generates a low percentage of global error (0.4 percent) in a .
reasonable amount of time (7 minutes), meeting the criteria of a good network
model.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
The methodology described in Chapter 3 of this thesis was applied to all the
,
heat transfer sections in the sample boiler. These sections are: waterwalls,
superheater, reheater and economizer.
Data were processed following the steps described in Chapter 3: data filtering,
data processing, neurofuzzy network training and model assessment based on
the criteria specified for the cleanliness status model. Inputs were selected to
relate them to section cleanliness status. FEGT and main steam temperature
were selected for the furnace, gas temperature difference and appropriate _
steam/water temperatures were selected for the convective sections. Five ..
,
cleanliness groups were selected for each section: VERY CLEAN, CLEAN,
DESIGN, DIRTY, VERY DIRTY. Additionally, training methods and training
data size were determined in terms of maximum global error and the
maximum training time of the good model criteria.
Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between FEGT and main steam temperature
for the furnace after the data has been filtered. Figure 4.2 to 4.4 show the gas
side temperature difference !J.T vs. heat exchanger steam/water outlet
temperature for all the convective sections. Data were filtered using the
methodology described in Chapter 3. These figures illustrate good correlations
between the inputs used to train the networks for each of the convective
sections and the furnace. All these trends are physically meaningful, since,
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they show that when the heat exchanger has a great amount of fouling (when
/.iT is low) the heat transfer is 'reduced, therefore the steam/water outlet
temperature is low.
Network Error and Training Time vs. Training Method
Table 4.1 shows the global error and the training time vs. the neurofuzzy
network training method for the different heat exchangers in the boiler:
furnace, superheater, reheat~r and economizer. For this test, all data for each
heat exchanger was used to train the neurofuzzy networks, and the
cleanliness statuses were divided using FEGT or /.iT temperatures as
reference (as explained in Chapter 3). Table 4.1 shows that the Final
Prediction Error (FPE) method generates the lowest percentage of global error
in a reasonable amount of time. This means that the FPE training method best
meets the criteria used to define a good network model. The maximum global
error, 0.8 percent, occurred when the network was trained with the
superheater data set. This global error was below the criteria used to define a
good network model. Other network training methods were faster than the FPE
method: (Bayesian, Minimum Description Length and Akaike), however, they
had a higher percentage of global error. For example, in the economizer, the
Akaike training method generated the highest percentage of bad predictions
(100 percent of global error), because it has a low capacity to relate the input
variables with the different cleanliness statuses.
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Table 4.1
.Global Error and Training Time for Different Training Methods
Training Furnace Superheater Reheater EconomizerTime Global Time Global Time Global Time Globalmethod (min) Error (min) Error (min) Error (min) Error
Final
Prediction 73 0% 37 0.8% 44 0% 33 0.1%
Error (FPE)
Leave One
Out Cross 63 0% 69 3.8% 44 0.1% 35 0.1%
Validation
Bayesian 71 0.6% 14 11% 42 0.1% 33 0.1%
Minimum
Description 45 0.6% 11 10.1% 39 0.1% 30 0.1%
Length
Generalized
Cross 69 0% 36 4% 44 0% 33 0.1%
Validation
Akaike 51 19.4% 15 50% 42 50.7% 33 100%
Structural
Risk 53 0.6% 18 10.1% 42 0.1% 33 0.1%
Minimization
Network Error and Training Time vs. Sample Size
For this test, two methods were used to prepare all the data: Striping and
Blocking (described in Chapter 3, "Selection of Representative Training Set").
In addition neurofuzzy networks were trained using the Final Prediction Error
(FPE) method. In order to prepare the data to be used the striping method, all
data were organized using the cleanliness status as reference, which means
that all data points that had a common cleanliness st~tus were in one group.
For example, all data rows with a common VERY DIRTY cleanliness status,
were in one group followed by the group of data rows that had a common
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DIRTY cleanliness status. In contrast, to apply the blocking method all data
were randomly organized.
Table 4.2 shows the network error and the training time vs. sample, size using
the striping method. This table shows that the global error decreases as more
data is used to train the network. Table 4.2 also shows that the training time
increases as more data is used to train the network. Training time is
proportional to the quantity and the scattering of the data input. Table 4.2
shows that in order to meet the criteria of a good network model, the minimum
input data to train the furnace network is 3,690 data points (100 percent), for
the superheater network is 3,690 data points (100 percent), for the reheater
network is 1,845 data points (50 percent), and for the economizer network is
3,690 data points (100 percent).
On the other hand, Table 4.3 shows the network error and the training time vs.
sample size using the blocking method. As in the previous table, the global
error decreases and the training time increases when the network is trained
with more data. For this case, Table 4.3 shows that in order to meet the
criteria of a good network model, the minimum input data to train the furnace
network is 2,214 data points (60 percent), for the superheater network is 3,321
data points (90 percent), for the reheater network is 738 data points (20
percent) and for the economizer network is 3,321 data points (90 percent).
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\Table 4.2
Global Error and, Training Time for Striping Method
Amount Furnace Superheater Reheater Economizer
of Data Training Global Training Global Training Global Training Global
Trained Time Error Time Error Time Error Time Error(min) (min) (min) (min)
,
10% 4 18.6% 2 14.6% 4 21.7% 2 49.3%
20% 8 13.3% 6 14.4% 5 13.6% 3 48.1%
30% 15 11.7% 13 12.3% 11 10.8% 5 34.8%
40% 19 13% 10 10.5% 13 11% 10 37.6%
50% 23 8.9% 9 8.9% 14 0.1% 12 39.3%
60% 30 8.9% 18 9% 25 0.4% 14 39.3%
70% 36 8.9% 19 9% 29 2.5% 12 37.6%
80% 40 8.5% 42 7% 38 0.2% 26 37.6%
90% 53 8.5% 38 9% 45 0.2% 32 37.6%
100% 73 0% 40 0.8% 45 0% 33 0.1%
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Table 4.3
Global Error and Training Time for Blocking Method
Amount Furnace Superheater Reheater Economizer
of Data Training Global Training Global Training Global Training Global
Trained Time Error Time Error Time Error Time Error(min) (min) (min) (min)
10% 4 14.6% 2 8% 2 27.7% 2 31.3%
20% 13 6% 5 4% 7 0.4% 5 22%
30% 16 9.2% 8 4.6% 13 0% 7 22%
40% 19 9.9% 10 3.6% 16 0.3% 10 15.8%
50% 27 9.1% 10 11.7% 28 0.3% 14 34.9%
60% 39 0.4% .9 12.2% 31 0% 18 34.9%
70% 47 0.4% 10 12% 32 0% 23 34.9%
80% 57 0.1% 10 11.8% 37 0% 26 34.9%
90% 58 0% 31 0.9% 37 0% 32 0.2%
100% 73 0% 40 0.8% 45 0% 33 0.1%
\
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CHAPTERS
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
An approach was developed to predict the cleanliness status of heat transfer
sections in a utility boiler, including the furnace and the convective sections.
The approach makes use of an artificial intelligence technique, neurofuzzy
networks, to train a model from real time plant data, develop a hybrid neural
network/fuzzy logic model, and test the accuracy of the model. This model will
be useful in the development of a sootblower advisor which recommends
optimal sootblowing activity throughout the boiler based on prescribed
objectives and constraints such as: low NOx emissions and minimum impact
on unit heat rate. Data from a coal-fired, 108 MW, tangentially-fired boiler were
used in the development of this approach.
Conclusions
The following is a list of conclusions derived from this work:
1. A new approach was developed to determine the cleanliness status
of heat transfer sections in the boiler. This approach is based on
operational parameters readily available from the plant and avoids
the need of calculating cleanliness factors. For the furnace, a
cleanliness status was determined using FEC?T and main steam
temperature. In the case of the convective zones, the cleanliness
status was determined by the gas side temperature difference
(ATgas ) across the section and the representative steam or water (as
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between the different cleanliness statuses. This situation
underrepresented certain cleanliness groups and over-represented
others.
5. Two data pre-processing methods were used in this project: Striping
and Blocking. The strip method selects data with a frequency to the
proportion. For this method, the entire data set was organized by the
different cleanliness statuses. On the other hand, the block method
selects the first data points from the entire data set. Thus, there is a
great possibility it will not take a representative training set. In order
to select representative data to train the neurofuzzy network, the
entire data set has to be randomized before applying this method.
6. Applying the approach described in this thesis to four heat transfer
sections of the boiler used for this development resulted in global
error percentage less than 1 percent and maximum training time of
approximately 80 minutes.
Recommendations
The following is a list of recommendations for further studies on determining
boiler section cleanliness status using neurofuzzy networks:
1. The methodology described in Chapter 3 was applied to a boiler
without attempering sprays. The input variables have to be changed
if the methodology is applied to a different boiler. It is expected that
the only change in variabl.es will be exchanging attempering spray
flow rates by steam/water temperatures.
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2. In order to give predictions of the cleanliness status of boiler
sections in real time, a link to the automatic acquisition of the
boiler's data must be developed in conjunction with an interfaced
version of the software used for this project.
3. The final goal of this project is to give smart advice on where and
when to sootblow in the boiler. The results of this project must be
programmed and incorporated in a modular form into the overall
intelligent sootblowing advisor software.
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